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Tensor Products of Singular Holomorphic Representations
o/: SU(n, n) and Mp(n, R)

By Hiro2umi YAMADA*) and Toshiharu SUGAWARA**)

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. d. A., Sept. 13, 1982)

O. Introduction. General theory o2 tensor products of holo-
morphic discrete series representations and some o2 their limits or
groups associated with the Hermitian symmetric spaces was estab-
lished by Jakobsen and Vergne in [3] and Repk in [10]. Some con-
crete computations o irreducible decomposition o these tensor prod-
ucts are carried out in [3] and [4].

We shall compute in this note the irreducible decomposition of
the tensor products o representations "beyond the limits" o holo-
morphic discrete series o some groups. We restrict our attention
only to the group SU(n, n)and the two-fold covering group Mp(n,R)
o. Sp(n, R). (See below.) For these groups the irreducible represen-
tations o2 maximal compact subgroups are prametrized by the
Young diagrams. Our computation will be reduced to that of Young
diagrams. Proofs are done essentially along the line of Jakobsen’s
proof for a special case in [5]. Details are omitted here.

1. Holomorphic representations of SU(n, n) and Mp(n, R). Let

G.--Sp(n, R): g e GL(2n, R) g
-i-

and G be the metplectic group Mp(n, R), the two-old covering group
of G. Let K and K. be the maximal compac subgroups of G, and G
respectively. The elements o Kx are complex matrices of the orm

( -ba) with ((a+,/-lb), (a--/-lb))eS(U(n) U(n)), nd those of

K are real matrices of the 2orm ( --ba)with a+/-lbeU(n). Let

u=a+j- lb and v=a--/- lb. We use the unbounded realization D
of G/K

D (z x+ ,/- ly x and y are complex n n matrices,
x*= x, y* =y, any y is positive definite},

and
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D-{z- x+ J-L-y x and y are real n n matrices,
x-x, y--y, and y is positive definite}.

Let r be an irreducible unitary representation of K (i-1 or 2) on a
finite dimensional vector space V. Corresponding to r there is a
representation U of G, holomorphically induced from r, which acts
on the space ((D, V) of holomorphic functions f’D--V by

(U(g)f)(z)--J(g-, z)-f(g-. z).

If g=(ca bd) eG, g.z=(az+b)(cz+d)-, and if k eKe, J(k, /-1)

--r(k). If the representation U is unitary on a space Hc((D, V),
then H is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (cf. [1]).

Irreducible representations of K are parametrized by highest
weights or Young diagrams. Let Y= (m, .., nn) be a Young diagram

__]
We write IYI= m+... +m. Let rr be the corresponding polynomial
representation of U(n) (cf. [2]). r denotes the representation con-
tragredient to

The following proposition is proved in [6]-[8].
Proposition. Let Y, Y be Young diagrams and a positive

integer. Let U(Y, Y, ) be the representation of G, holomorphically
induced by the representation

K -S(U(n) U(n)) (u, v) (det u) rr(u)(R)rr(v).
Then U(Y, Y, ) is unitary if and only if

Y= (m, ., m, O, 0), Y= (n, ., n, O, O)
with i+]r. Let U(Y, ) be the representation of G, holomorphically
induced from the representation

K-U(n) u---(det u)nrr(u).
Then U(Y, ’) is unitary if and only if

Y=(m, ..., m, 1, ..., 1, O, ..., O) with m>=2 and

For k=l,...,n-l, let U, be the representation of G holo-
morphically induced from (u, v)(det u), and let U, be the represen-
ration of G. holomorphically induced from u(det u)/. Precisely,

(U.(g)f)(z)= det (cz / d)-/f((az+ b)(cz+ d)-)

org-=(ca bd) e G. U,isunitaryonthereproducingkernelHilbert

space H. consisting of holomorphic solutions to F(3/3z)f=O for]k
where F(z) denotes any ]-order subdeterminant of z (cf. [11]).

2. Results. We define the following setof Young diagrams"
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and

I(r, k)--{Y= (m, ..., m, 0, ..., 0); Yl=r}.
Theorem. For k--l, ., n-l, we have

UI,(R)UI,= UI(Y, Y, 2k)
r=O YI(r,k)

U2.(R)U2,-- U2(2Y, 2k)
r=O YI(rk)

where 2Y=(2ml,...,2m, 0,...,0) for Y (m, m, 0,...,0)
e I(r, k).

More generally, the decomposition o U(Y, Y, k)(R)U(Y;, Y’, k)
and U(Y, k)(R)U(Y’, k) (lk=<.n-1) can be calculated, but it would be
a little bit complicated to express the results. As an example, we
shall decompose U(Y, , k)(R)U(Y, , k). (=(0, ..., 0), lk<=n-1).

0,... 0) with]<kori=l, 2. ForWe assume that Y= (m, ..., m,
a Young diagram Y the tensor product Y,@Y@Y is decomposed by
the Richardson rule (cf. [9]). Let Ir be the set of Young diagrams
appearing in the decomposition of Y,@Y@Y, i.e.,

Y@Y@Y= Y.
YvIy

Let

Then
Iy(k)= {Y,= (m[, ..., m) e IF m+l= 0}.

U(Y, Y, 2k).
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